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A little known feature of the Companies Act is the right of a member to be sent, if requested, the minutes
of general meetings. This is true whether or not the member was present, but if your shares are held
byanominee, thenomineewouldhave to ask for them. Generalmeetingsof a companyare thosewhich
all shareholders (also called members) are entitled to attend.

There are few enough features in the Companies Act 2006 helpful to private investors (something
whichUKSAought topursue), but sections355and358decidedlyare. Section355 requires a company
to“keep records comprising (inter alia)minutes of all proceedingsof generalmeetings”. Thiswording
is important: “all” means with no exclusions and “proceedings” means what takes place within the
agenda. It is therefore not sufficient simply to record the resolutions which have been voted on,
although left unchallenged many companies try to get away with this. At one AGM, I even found a
purported set of minutes, containing just the resolutions, on my chair when I sat down before the
meeting had actually begun.

Section 358 gives members the right to a copy of general meeting minutes, for which one would
normally write to the company secretary. The section adds, “on payment of such fee as may be
prescribed”. I assume that would be by the Secretary of State, but I’m not aware that a fee has been
prescribed and I have certainly never been charged one.

Section 358 does more than this. It also lays down that if after 14 days a copy has not been sent, “an offence is committed by every officer
of the company who is in default”. Furthermore, everyone guilty “is liable on conviction to a fine” . That is unlikely to happen, of course,
but it is not to say this clause, if drawn to the company’s notice, would not provide some impetus to the request for a copy, or a request
that omissions from the minutes are remedied.

The full wording of these two sections can be found in Part 13 of the Act, on the internet. You don’t have to print the whole Act.

Now to the purpose of wanting the minutes. This is most likely to be to check that something you said, or someone else said, has been
properly recorded. Why do this? Because the directors ought to pay attention to what is said in general meetings and although you can’t
be sure they will, just because it is written down, when you go to the next AGM with the previous minutes in your hand your position will
be strengthened. At last year’s Premier Foods AGM I asked a scripted question of the senior auditor and simultaneously asked that my
question and his reply be recorded in the minutes. It took a while to be sent the minutes, because the company secretary had changed, but
my request had been complied with and I took the opportunity to press the board to deal with the issue (the value of intangibles) by the
next AGM.

I conclude this article with two astonishing occurrences. Having condemned the directors at the July 2017 Dods Group AGM (not least
because it was called for 09.00 in the City, but more for the sloppy way the company was being run), I wanted to be sure that my remarks
had been officially recorded. This was a meeting that was actually conducted by the company secretary, not the chairman, even though
the chairman was present. The secretary turned out to be a senior partner in a firm of solicitors in Manchester, who was ‘Head of Corporate’
but revealed he knew almost nothing about corporate governance. The correspondence began acerbically, but finished on very friendly,
first-name terms.

My AGM comments, which I sent him as invited, were added to the minutes, but the record was otherwise false, because two persons listed
as attending had, by the secretary’s admission, not been there and I was now able to see that there were not enough members there to have
carried the opposed special resolution to buy back shares, so it should have failed without a poll. I think that’s shocking, especially when
conducted by a lawyer.

I have recently been corresponding with another legally qualified company secretary, this time London-based, but just as ignorant. It’s
not over yet, but before he sent me a version of the minutes I had to quote the Companies Act, which in reply he then got wrong. He has
“redacted” the comments on the Q and A session and the proxy count. I have told him this is not good enough and drawn his attention
to the “offence” (already committed) and the potential “fine”.

This started because I had just asked for the proxy count. He told me the directors had forbidden him to release it and when I suggested
that it ought to be on the Greatland Gold website he denied this was an obligation, even under the Quoted Companies Alliance Corporate
Governance Code to which the directors supposedly adhere. As that code explicitly states the contrary, I have asked whether the directors
are to be seen as hypocrites, as well as in breach of the Companies Act. I await his reply with interest, not least as, this being a firm of
solicitors, there are several ways of increasing the pressure.

If company officers are caught out flagrantly breaking the rules in one of the few areas private investors can see, how much more likely
are they to be doing so where we cannot see?
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